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Watching Reruns of Family Guy Since 1920

Catck Ike Spirit
Jennifer Wall
Public Relations
Vacelo Moore has been a part of
l.ongwood for 34 years and
believes that the alumni spirit of
the university is one of its many
strengths.
Sometimes, teased by the staff,
Mrs. Moore is often called "the
memory" of Longwood, because
the endless information and
names that she remembers.
Smiling she says, "They just
describe a situation, and 1 often
know exacdy who they are talking
about!"
"When the first full time alumni affairs office was set up in
1974, Vacelo Moore came on
board as the secretary, previously
she had been in the development
office," said Nancy Shelton,
Director of Alumni Relations.
"She is truly an amazing asset in
her alumni knowledge and recall
of names. We can be in a jam for
a name and only need to describe
the situation, an event or the
characteristics of an alum and she
will know the name."
Reunion Weekends are called
"Fun Weekends," according to

Mrs. Moore. "I love
having the chance to
see the great friendships that alumni
have built because of
Longwood,
and
watching everyone
reunite is such a joy."
Mrs.
Moore
is
involved with alumni
ranging from as far
back as the 1930s.
Originally from the
Farmville area, Mrs. Moore
attended Farmville Elementary,
which was then located in the
Hiner building on Longwood's
campus, and graduated from
Cumberland
County
High
School. She remembers some of
the Longwood students who
were student teachers while she
attended Farmville Elementary.
"One reunion weekend one of
the classes returning had alumni
in it that I remembered were student teachers from my Farmville
Elementary days. I went to my
scrapbook, found a photograph
of the alumni and brought the
photograph to the reunion.
Everyone was so excited!"

New Literanj Review
Comes to Longwood
Shawn Garrett
News Editor

recalled Mrs. Moore
Mrs.
Moore
loves
her
Longwood career and says that in
addition to her alumni contact,
the contact she has with
Longwood people is inspiring.
She describes the staff, the faculty
and alumni as "good, fun, people,
who are like my family. It is not
just during the day while working
that makes me smile, however, I
also am proud to promote
Longwood when I am out in the
public. Longwood has so much
to offer the community and it's
students. To me Longwood's
spirit is entwined in its alumni, its
memories, its people and its
growth."
-i

Dance Company Prepares
for Spring Performance
Bobbi Thibo
Asst. Editor
The Longwood University
Dance Company is gearing up
for its' spring dance concert.
The performance, which will be
held April 23rd and 24th at 7:30
in the Jarman auditorium, is
entitled "Surrender to the
Floor."
The upcoming concert will
include not only pieces choreographed by Rodney Williams,
but will also feature seven student-choreographed pieces as
well, and the students are really
excited about the performance.

"The best part about this
whole experience is sharing with
everyone what we've worked so
hard on,"
stated
Maggie
Szydlowski, Junior member of
the Dance Company, as well as
student-choreographer.
Some of the pieces will be performed to popular songs such as
Def Lepard's "Pour Some Sugar"
on Me and Dido's "Whiteflag."
The Company has been hard
at work to prepare for the concert, practicing three days a week
with a once-a- week extra practice added for additional rehearsal rime.
Preparing for this program
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since February, the members of
the Dance Company are working on the final touches of their
performance.
According to Szdlowslu, the
majority of the work that4S left
is "cleaning" the pieces for
technique.
All
members
of
the
Longwood University Dance
Company have been hard at
work, and are really anticipating
the upcoming performance.
The spring dance concert is
sure to be a great time for all.
Come support your fellow students and enjoy a cultural experience!

Dos Passos, such as an original
exploration
of
specifically
American themes, an experimental quality, and a range of literary
forms.
The debut of the new review
will coincide nearly with the 25th
anniversary of the Prize.
The staff of the review will
consist of a standard editorial
board made up of both managing
and genre-specific editors.
Managing alongside Hackett
will be Adjunct Professor Susan
Stinson. Stinson, a former marketing manager for Random .
House, will bring sound business
and marketing experience to the
review. Stinson will also teach a
course called "Practical Issues of
the Working Writer" intended to
broaden student's knowledge of
the publishing world.
Certain faculty members will
also be asked to take on the role
of multicultural editors, seeking
out underrepresented minority
authors for contribution.
The review will also have a
strong student presence in the
form of a slush board intended to
weed through the multitude of
submissions a national review
garners.

Plans have been set in motion for
I-ongwood to become the newest
publisher of a national literary
review.
The publication, to be titled
the Dos Passos Review, will be published biannually in the late fall
■ and spring
The magazine will focus on
poetry, fiction and creative nonfiction, explained Hackett, the
latter of which includes everything from memoirs and non-fiction essays to the kind of humor
writing popularized by nationally
syndicated columnist Dave Barry.
"The review will provide an
opportunity to broaden the curriculum and allow Creative
Writing and English students to
gain a better understanding of
the professional writing world,"
said Managing Editor and
English and Modern Languages
Department Lecturer Mary
Carroll-Hackett.
Although not the first literary
review
published
by the
University, Dos Passos will have
the distinction of possible
national distribution. The two
other journals previously run by
the University include
Virginia Writing, a collection of the best writing and art from
Virginia high schools
The BeSt Writings.
and the Gyre (formerly,
Art and Photography from
the Tyrant) Longwood's
Virginia High Schools
student-run literary and
arts magazine.
The review's title will
be familiar to the
Ivongwood community
and many in the literary
world. It shares its
name with Longwood's
prestigious Dos Passos
Prize for Literature,
awarded every year to
American
authors
whose work demonstrates characteristics A copy of Virginia Writing, one of
found in the work of Longwood's previous publications.

Editorial
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rom
I got my
class ring this
week, and I
am beyond
excited. Way
more than I
was in high
school. Way more than I thought
I'd be in general.
I've worked really hard the past
almost three years, and I'm really
proud of everything I've accomplished.
The more I look around
Lmgwood, the more excited I am
about it. Took long enough, eh?
1 see faculty, staff, and students
coming together to help each
other, both in terms of school
and personal problems. I'm completely amazed at the sense of
community we have here at the
'Wood.
So I'm wondering. Did anyone
. get the memo about mis not

being middle school? 'Cause I'm
not too terribly sure.
I live in ARC, and if I walk
out of it one more time to find
it filled with soap, I'm going to
go on a rampage.
C'mon, guys. It's really not
funny. Nor is it fair to the people who have to drain it, clean it,
and fill it back up. I, like many
people on campus, enjoy a good
sit by the fountain; it's comforting and pretty, but not so much
when I have to fend off huge
waves of bubbles when the
wind blows.
And I'm not sure if anyone
noticed, but the fountain by
(ir.iinger and the new fountain
in between the D-hall and the
Student Union do not make big
pretty mounds of bubbles like
the ARC fountain does. All the
delinquents who try and soap
those make them look like they

The Rotunda
Box 2901
Phone: 434-395-2120
I.ongwood University
Fax: 804-395-2237
Farmville, VA 23909
rotunda@longwood.edu
http://lancer.longwood.edu/org/rotunda/
Editor-in-Chief
Asst. Editor
PR Manager
Copy Editor
News Editor
Opinion Editor
Style Editor
Features Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Cartoonist
Webmaster
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Amy Whipple
Bobbi Thibo
]>eslie Smith
Shawn Garrett
Tanner Keith
Amanda Segni
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Will Pettus
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EUie Woodruff
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Tlie Rotunda, the student newspaper at Longwood University, is published weekly during the academic year (except holidays and exam perixls) and is printed in the offices of the Farmville Herald, Farmville, VA.
All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must be
received by nine p.m. the Sunday prior to the next Thursday's publication. All letters to the editor must be typed and include name and telephone number. Any person wishing to have "his/her name not appear
on the published letter must request so in writing. All letters are subject
to editing.
The Rotunda is an equal opportunity volunteer organization and is
looking for people who are interested in writing or layout. We currently have positions available and ask anyone who is interested to come to
our meetings, Mondays at 9:15 p.m.

arc covered in some sort of rabid
scum.
Gross.
Also, while we're on the topic of
acting like middle schoolers, let's
talk about gum.
The vast majority of my English
classes sit in great big circles. So if
I go to-move my desk one more
time by grabbing it front underneath, and my hand winds up in
chewing gum, I'm going to throw
the desk.
Which, I suppose, isn't much
more "grown up" than sticking the
gum there in the first place. But
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Editor
still.
It's not like we get in trouble
for chewing gum in class. It's not
like the rooms are so big that it
takes an Olympic runner to make
it to the trashcan.
Please.
Put it in the wrapper that it
comes in; tear some paper from
your neighbor's notebook, and
put it there. Drop it in the trashcan on your way out of class.
()ne more thing before I go.
How many of you spend time
in Grainger? Have you seen the
pencil sticking out of the ceiling

Letters to the Editor
would not exist without the supDear Editor,
SCOPE/Meals On Wheels port of the entire community.
would like to say "thank you" to
Sincerely,
more than 40 volunteers and comHoke
Currie,
Coordinator
mittee members who insured the
success of the Chefs' Food Festival
Beach Blast 2004, March 13 at the Dear Editor,
This is in response to Lindscy
Longwood University Grand
Dining Room. Thanks to the Morgan's bash against Disability
efforts of these folks, plus the sup- Services, Dining Services and
port of ARAMARK-Longwood Housing here at I-ongwood
Dining Services and other spon- University. Her complaint was
sors, auction item donors, chefs that housing and disability servicand the more than 400 folks who es were not being accommodating
attended the event, we were able to by not allowing Lindsey, a rising
raise enough funds to pay for 5,000 junior, and her 2 friends to live
off-campus.
Lindsey was
meals in the coming year.
CFF
volunteers
included: instructed by her doctor to move
Longwood students Amanda off-campus. The doctor thinks
Jones, Helen Pitman, Maureen that off-campus it would be easier
Hains, Casey Dentzbaugh, and Jeff for her to function because she
Kozloff: Longwood faculty and has dietary needs that encompass
staff Lori Crowe, Michele Hosey, her to cook for herself and needs
Pee Wee Baldwin and Lucinda assistance reaching few items that
Sinclair; also Cabell Buder, her roommates could get for her.
Elizabeth Mann and Christy While living off campus for
Barton (Fuqua School), Brianna Lindsey was recommended, it's
Taylor (Prince Edward High not necessary. And her roomSchool), Steve Huey (Southside mates have no better reason to
Community Hospital), Warren and move off campus then they want
Linnie Kernodle, Juanita Taylor, to. Ok, who doesn't?
I have a disability and I have
Rev. Joe McCutchen, and Robert
been living on campus for four
and Lesley Montemayor (SCH).
CFF Committee Members were: years. When I first came to
Avis Addleman, ARAMARK Staff, Longwood, I had to walk with a
John Arehart, Sandra Breil, Earl cane for my first two years.
Campbell, Bruce Davis, George Longwood has made wonderful
Harrison, Alice Johnson, B.J. accommodations for me, and has
Leadbetter, Lee Leadbetter, Ellen worked with many other students
Masters, E.A. Mayo, Sissy Pack, with special needs. You just need
Jim Ray, Robin Sedgwick, Anne to alert them first. Instead of
Simboli, Jim
Trinkle,
Que declaring that there is no way the
Wilhelmi, Debbie Woodson and d-hall could fix her dietary needs,
she could have asked either Susie
Event Planner Jeanie Campbell.
SCOPE/Meals On Wheels Rood or Mike Lysaght They are

in one of the classrooms?
It's a brand new building.
Sometimes I feel like I'm stuck
inside the boys' bathroom in an
elementary school.
So here is my call to you. Keep
soap in the bathroom, gum in
your mouth and the trashcan, and
pencils out of the ceiling.
Easy, easy stuff.

Amy Whipple
/ ■Jitor-in-C.bief

both wonderful and have helped
so many other people in similar
situations. And if she didn't
know to talk to them, she could
talk to-anyone who wdrks at the
dining hall, and they will happilywork you. Longwood Dining
Services will go as far as buying
any special foods and preparing
them especially for you.
As for reaching items far up
and needing a little extra help,
there are more people on-campus to help her then there would
ever be in an apartment. Many
students in wheelchairs on campus have similar difficulties and
have never said they had to move
off campus because of it. Also
living on campus is easier than
commuting for someone with a
disability, especially if your disability is so severe. Why would
you not want to be somewhere
safe and secure and surrounded
by people who could help if you
needed it?
Longwood has made special
accommodations for her to
move off campus, she should be
thankful. Her roommates need
no special accommodations.
Lindsey should view this positively as an opportunity to make
new friends at her apartment
complex or come back to campus and get reconnected and
involved again with campus
activities and her friends.
Stop using your temporary
disability as an excuse to get what
you want. You make the rest of
us who try AND DO for ourselves look bad.
Sincerely,
Danielle Houston

Opinion
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props and drops
"If you're not mad, you're not paying attention!"
Props;
The- "A cU\>tit" iyyour outlet for battling- iocicd- injuitice- and/ fixing* that tack. Thit, U your
your chance' to do- something- about iocletal e\'dy, Uxttead/'ofjuit whining about the*yu So
ipeak/ up and/ act up. Beccuiie/, if you're/ not mad/, you!re/ not paying attention. I ■ mail
ActiMiit ideou to- rotundai^Xongwood/.ecUu

Counter-point to Legalization
The following letter
is in response to
the March 25th
Activist letter.
Dear Marijuana Advocate,
I read your entire column in
the March 25th edition of The
Rotunda.
What a waste of my time! I
disagree whole-heartedly with
your argument for legalizing
marijuana.
Firstly, pot is illegal because
it does permanent damage to
your brain no matter how little
of it you smoke!
"THC, the active ingredient
in marijuana, damages nerve
cells in the part of the brain
where memories are formed,
thus making it hard to remember things.
It affects your sense of time
and-coordination skills, such as
driving a car. It also affects
your lungs.
There are more than 400
known chemicals in marijuana.
A single joint contains four
times as much cancer-causing
tar as a filtered cigarette"
(http://www.health.org/govpubs/phd641/). These are
just a few health problems
caused by smoking weed.
As you mentioned,
pot is a gateway drug to harsher drugs like mushrooms,
ecstasy, and acid.
I was sad to hear that you
have permanendy damaged
yourself due to mushrooms.
However, it is unclear to me
what your point was about this
issue.
You argue in one sentence
that weed led you to try harsher drugs and then you go on to
say that it was your lack of
education about drugs which
led you to eat mushrooms for
five days straight.
Which was it?
You go on to say that in all

your years of public education you
weren't told that drugs were bad. or
why they are bad. SCAPEGOAT
What country did you go to
school in?
If in the United States, I would
argue that you just weren't listening
at all.
I know that I was taught, along
with most of my peers in public
schools about the dangers of
drug/alcohol abuse starting in the
elementary grades.
You go on to say that by legalizing marijuana, police officers would
be more easily able to identify the
"real" drug dealers (of cocaine,
acid, and heroin, etc.) because
those dealers would be singled oui
from the legalized marijuana dealers.
You stated, "legalize it (marijuana), and the pot smokers will eventually be considered normal people;
which will in turn further isolate
those who use hard drugs, making
them more easily identifiable."
How exact!)' would this work?
I really don't see a clear connection in your argument.
If anything the hardcore drug
dealers would just begin to sell marijuana laced with cocaine, etc. to get
buyers hooked on harsher drugs.
It wasn't until your last two arguments that I actually decided to
write back to your ridiculous article.
You attempted to make some
connection to the legalization of
weed, terrorism, and racist
Americans. Let's look at your argument in regards to terrorism first
You say that Americas are hated
because we are an "isolationist society in a world where people must
stick together."
I personally don't agree that our
society is one of isolation, but aside
from that, are you seriously suggesting that legalizing marijuana
would solve this problem?
Sorry for my use of IM slang,
but I have to give this one a big fat
HAHA!
We all enjoy the cliche of the
peaceful, good timing sixties where

hippies smoked weed and made
love, not war, but seriously get n
grip!
Please explain to me how the
president smoking a peace pipe
with Osama bin I.aden will stop
countries from attacking the U.S.!
Smoking weed will not make the
terrorists stop attacking our country or any other country for that
matter.
Your final argument focused on
racial issues.
You stated, "Because black people and Mexicans are more open
about their culture smoking marijuana, those who have racist views
of these people want to label them
criminals."
No one wants to label anyone as
criminals.
The
blacks
and
Mexicans you refer to, and any
other races (or individuals) who
smoke weed for that matter, label
themselves as criminals by performing illegal acts.
"White government representatives," as you call them, lock up
Caucasians, Asians, AfricanAmericans, Hispanics, and anyone
else they catch smoking and abusing illegal substances.
Stop your whining, and start
working towards global peace by
giving back to your community.
Pick up a bag of trash on the
side of the road, or mentor a
young child instead of wasting
your time promoting weed.
The global problems will not be
solved by you smoking weed and
declaring in your high-flying state,
"peace toward all men!"
Your argument to legalize marijuana is not only an ignorant one,
but also one lacking any substantial
fiber of truth and reasoning whatsoever.
It was the biggest load of horse
rubbish I have ever wasted my
time on.
It is illogical and irrational. I
think many of us are wondering,
were you high when you wrote it?
-Anonymous

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

To
To
To
To
To
To
To

controversial opinions.
people who understood The Rofunda.
the cast of Eleemosyanry for an excellent job.
electric girls.
tie-dye.
review copies of books! Wow!
two weeks of classes left.

Drops:
- To not having the courage to stand behind your
own ideas.
- To the Brock Clock.
- To plagarizing public works.
- To intelligent humor perecieved as arrogance.
- To running out of cafe dollars.

Speak Out
What would uou like to see
in The Rotunda?
Explanations about
the housing and parking restrictions.
-Laura Terry
Freshman

Some more information on Longwood
sports, possibly NCAA
as well.
-Matt Lusk
Sophomore
Things that are happening in the community, and not just
what s going on
arounacampus.
-Kelsie Bradburry
and Heather Stortie
Fresmen

More information about
the possibility of a vote
of no confidence [of
the Administration].
-Michael Harding
Senior

News
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Autkor Speaks on Single Motkers Struggles
New York (CUNY).
In her work, Sidel explores
(,uest Vi'nttr
women's connections to the
Dr. Ruth Sidel, renowned author ideals of the American dream.
and
professor,
came
to She has mapped the history of
economic
status.
I.ongwood University last week to women's
Pinpointing
the
central
theme
as
discuss her new book, Unsung
Heroines: The Real Lives of poverty, she can now find real
Single Mothers. Approximately ways of altering the structure to
125 students came to watch Sidel bring fundamental, economic,
in the bottom level of the Dining and dynamic change.
Sidel began by thanking the
Hall.
President Patricia Cormier audience for coming out despite
began the speech by thanking the the rain.
The focus of her current
English 400 Advanced Writing
research
is single mothers,
Skills class for all their hard work
explained Sidel. Dr. Sidel told the
and effort.
She praised them for their par- audience that in the early to mid
ticipation in the class, mentioning 1990s there was a campaign
that this class focuses on the against the poor, single mothers
processes of civic discourse and of America.
"Single women were all paintsaid that it is very important to
ed with the same brush," said
understand civic duties.
After Cormier, Longwood Sidel. "They were all labeled
Junior Lauren Bittner stepped up 'dependant.'"
Quoting Charles Murray, Sidel
to the podium and gave some
background information on Sidel. said " and we know they are all
The author graduated from rotten mothers."
Sidel explained that single
Boston University with a degree
in social work, lives in New York women were accused of being
and is a professor at Hunter the cause of many social and
College of the City University of economic problems such as drug
Yolanda Cuba

addictions, truancy, high school
dropouts, alcohol abuse and the
breaking down of the American
family.
In addition to these accusations, women were also labeled in
terms Sidel calls "either/or thinking."
Women were classified as
"idlers and workers," "independent and dependant," "unworthy
and worthy" and finally "them
and we."
Sidel justified her argument by
saying that "We all know that reality is far more complex than
that." Getting away from isolating
just women, she said, "We all
move in and out of degrees of
dependency."
She said there has been an
increase in single parenting and
that the structure of families in
American is changing.
More than 7.5 of American
households are headed by women
and 84 percent of children in single parent homes live with their
mothers, which leaves only 16 per
cent that live with their fathers,
cited Sidel.
Sidel explained that children
who grow up in single parent
homes are at a greater risk for
problems down the road. It is
also said that families with a
woman as the head automatically
equal a financially poor household. "For every dollar a man
makes [in America] women make
75 per cent" of their wages, said
Sidel.
She argues that Americans

have a skewed perspective of
what single parenthood is all
about. "Women choose to be single and women have made a
series of bad choices," Sidel said,
"But the reality is that is not
true." Most women, according to
Sidel, who become single mothers, do not make that choice on
their own and it is not their fault.
She wants to look at single
mothers, "from their point of
view." Not focusing on what happens to the children, but focusing
on the mother's struggles in
terms of divorce, widowed and
the mothers who never got married. Her focus is cross class, age
and race.
She has conducted a study for
her book, Unsung Heroines: The
Real Lives of Single Mothers, on
the women in the metropolitan
New York area.
Looking in depth to their support systems, the roads they traveled, the family that helped them
and the friends they relied on.
"How do they deal with domestic
roles and work roles? How do
they care for themselves?" Sidel
questions.
In the lecture, Sidel identified
three women from her book and
discussed their lives. The three
women are a 27-year-old African
American, a 46-year-old Latino
and 54-year-old with a biracial
son.
These three women go
through extreme low-points, and
with the utmost strength, manage
to pull through.

The 27-year-old got pregnant
at 14, but only missed one year of
high school before she graduated
in 1993. Since she always wanted
to be a Registered Nurse, she
pulled some strings and went
though the LPN program in New
York. She is now very involved in
the church and her daughter sings
in the church choir.
The next woman, 46-year-old
Latino married at age 23 to a very
controlling husband. He was violent and abusive to their son.
Along with two daughters in
the house, she realized that she
needed to get out. So she waited
until she had saved up enough
money on her own and then
moved out. Five and a half year
later she remarried and is still living in New York.
The final woman Sidel spoke
of was the 54-year-old with the
biracial son.
She was 29 when she got pregnant. Her son's father left during
the seventh month of her pregnancy. She had the baby and then
fulfilled her dream of going to
college. From there she went to
law school and is now taking care
of herself.
"These single mothers," Sidel
said, "were all coping with loss,"
loss of partner, social life, money
and someone to help with the
chores. All single mothers have
had their life course disrupted.
They relied on friends, family and
religion to go on each day.
"No one can go it alone," said
Sidel.

jftnne would like to wish all students a very

CHAELEW
VBtcrfrontCafe

bappy and safe 'Easter holiday. 5ne hopes that
you enjoy the time at home with your family
and friends making new memories to last a

. Where Tne Ne*om»rriooa Comes Together

lifetime! ^nne would like to remind you that

Casual Dining - Private Parties
Catering

graduation is only a short time away, and with
Spring 'Weekend coming, the semester will end
before you know it 9fake your reservations for

ANNE SIMBOLI

BROCK COMMONS
at LONGWOOD

UNIVERSITY

DEDICATED SATURDAY 24 APRIL 2004

pastry Chef

that special graduation dinner today and order
that wonderful dessert that will make the day

(434) 392-1566
201 B Mill Street
Farmville. Virginia 23901

even sweeter!

ADs
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Congratulations to Longwood's Relay for
Life for raising D7,700 for the American
Cancer Society!
2004 Relay for Life Teams:
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Phi Omega (Most Creative Team)
Anelas (Best Fundraising Team)
Angels for A Cure
Delta Zeta
Hampden-Sydney College Psychology Club
(Best Team Spirit)
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
Longwood Ambassadors
Nine Lives (Best Cancer Control Team)
Sigma Kappa
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ft ECONOMICS
LONGWOOD UNIVERSITY

ELEVENTH ANNUAL SENIOR BANQUET
CELEBRATING
THE CLASS OF TWO THOUSAND AND FOUR

up cure Jhe CJICOLU

WAS HELD THURSDAY. APRIL 1. 2004
WITH AN ADDRESS BY

of an Absolute Tan

WILLIE E. LANIER
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT OF WACHOVIA SECURITIES

ULTRA DARK AIRBRUSH TANNER
Revolutionary Personal Sunless Tanning System*
Exceptional Even Color Instantly

RECOGNIZING THE ACHIEVEMENTS
OF THE MEMBERS OF THE 2004 SENIOR CLASS
THIS BANQUET WAS MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH THE GENEROUS SUPPORT
OF THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY

Golden Self Bronzer

THANK YOU
,

D39.95
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Absolute Tan
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Southgate Shopping Center
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392-9676
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Farmville's Exclusive Tanning Salon

THE LONGWOOD UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ft ECONOMICS

•We apply first application
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Open Mic Night
10 p.m. in the Cafe

V

Take advantage of
this uneventful day
on campus and take
a road trip to some
place that isn't
Farmvillell

13

Baseball: Virginia
Intermont (2) at 1 p.m.
Faculty Forum: Mary
Carroll -Hackett, Speaking
for Themselves-Expressions of Poverty
and Class in Southern
Culture, 3:30 p.m.,ARC
3rd Floor Lounge
S.A.F.E. Meetings

4:30 p.m.
Student Union
University Choir Concert

State, 11 a.m.
No Radio Station
Meeting this Sunday!
Come to the meeting
next Sunday at 9 p.m.
in the Hiner 2nd floor
auditorium!

*tf

Come edit pages for
The Rotunda in your
copious free time!
LP Speaker: Lizzie
Simon: Mental Health,
7:30-8:30 p.m. in the
Lankford Ballroom

Rock to "The Two Lil
Fat Kids Show" from

7-8 p.m.

Health Week:'
Depression 101 from
6-7 p.m. in the
Lakford ABC Rooms

12

Want to join The
Rotunda staff?
9:15 p.m. in the
bottom of the
Student Union!
Listen to "Pimp

Juice"
11-12 a.m.
WMLU 91.3 fm

\

*$

Pick up a copy of The
Rotundd
Unity Alliance ,
8:00 p.m., Grainger
618

ARE YOU TIRED OF HEARING ANTI-GAY REMARKS?

DO YOU THINK PRESIDENT
SUSH IS WRONG ABOUT PROTECTING MARRIAGE?

WMLU 91.3 fm
DO YOU WANT TO HELP

at 7:30 p.m. in the
Wygal Auditorium

*

Men's and Women's
Tennis at Norfolk

HAPPY
HOLIDAYS
TO ALU

1-3 p.m.
WMLU 91.3 fm
Movie: Last Samurai
7:30 p.m. in the
Lankford ABC Rooms

vtf

<

Listen to "The
Caffeine Diary"

April 9-15, 2004

FIGHT INJUSTICE?

Tune in to "Midnight in
the Garden of Good
and Evil"

12-2 a.m.
WMLU 91.3 fm

Unity Alliance
needs your help!
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by Sam Wise-Ridges

HOROSCOPES

.-

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 19)
Graduation is fast approaching...start thinking
about what you want to do with your life.

"|~ongue ln Cheeic
by Ellie Woodruff

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Feel like your stuck in a rut? Change your
routine so that it is no longer, well, routine.
Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)
I see a new relationship in your future...or a
change for a better in your current relationship.
Aries (Mar. 21-April 19)
Running low on cash? Start the job hunt now.

Door tagging: Cow tipping of the Future

Taurus (AprilI 20-May 20)
You know that person you always notice and want to
get to know? I got it, try saying "hi."

poot ;

Mouth

by Ellie Woodruff

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Stop letting people walk all over you.
Be agressive. B...E...agressive.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
All your hard work will pay off in the end.
Just don't give up now or you won't see it.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Be true to yourself and you'll be happier.

"Okay, I don't get it. It's closed, but who's up there?"
"Oh, those are just cardboard cutouts. They're the only
thing they trust to not sink Brock Commons any further."

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)
Patience is a virtue, so trying having some.

Student Services Carmittee
Libra (Sep. 23-Oct. 22)
Take a chance and you won't be dissapointed.

"Your money, your education, your rights."
•1

Scorpio (Oct. 23.-Nov. 21)
Stop trying to control everyone! Just sit back and relax.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Regretting something you did recently?
Might as well get over it now, it's a small campus.

Did you know?
It's your right to appeal your final grade!
Come find out more tidbits like this, and learn
how you can change things on campus.
~SGA office Wednesdays at 9:30-

Style
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Jersey Girl: A Box
Office Must See
Bobbi Thibo

Asst. Editor
Still making waves in the box
office, Jersey Girlis definitely a hit.
OUie Tinke ( Ben Affleck) seems
to have everything; a beautiful
new wife, a baby on the way, and
a top job as a publicist in New
York. Just as it
appears that
nothing can
go wrong, he
finds himself
a single father
back in New
Jersey, living
with
his
father,
and
raising
his
daughter
alone.
The chemistry between
Ben Affleck and Liv Tyler is
undeniable, and this connection
only adds to this delightful film.

Trinke's relationship with his onscreen daughter, Raquel Castro,
while downplayed in advertisements for the film, is a key component of the story.
An excellent story line and
cast of characters, the film is a
definitely worth seeing. The
script is a
refreshing
change
from the
typical and
predictable
story line
that
is
often seen
in today's
theaters. If
a comical,
yet heartfelt film
with
an
amazing cast and creative script
is what you're in the mood for,
Jersey Girl is your way to go!

April 8, 2004

Mental Health Awareness Week @ Longwood University
April 12-15, 2004
Monday, April 12
Free Information on Mental Health
(brought to you by Wellness Advocates)
Student Union Ballroom, 5PM - 8PM
Tuesday, April 13
Depression Program
(brought to you by Peer Helpers)
Student Union ABC Rooms, 8PM
Wednesday, April 14
Lizzie Simon
"My Bipolar Road Trip in 4-D"
(brought to you by Wellness Advocates and Lancer Productions with
support from SGA)
Student Union Ballroom, 8PM
Thursday, April 15
Free Depression Screening
(brought to you by Student Health and Counseling Centers)
Student Union, 10-2PM

Longwood Village

•••

The Ultimate Student Lifestyle
* Utilities Included: That's right! Electricity (D75./mo. Allowance),
Cable TV, Water and High Speed Internet are all included!
*
Fully equipped Kitchen and Washer & Dryer
*
Private Bedrooms and Baths!
*
Individual Leases
*
State-of-the-Art Theatre
*
Lounge with TV's, X-Box & Play Station II
*
Game Room with Jukebox, Billiards, Foosball & Air Hockey
*
Pool with Hot Tub

The Way College Life Should BeLIVEITUP!
Call 434-315-5566 or come by today!
Visit us online at www.longwood-village.com.
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Bobkj Vrtis: A Man In A Woman's World?
Amanda Uley
Guest Writer
Bobby Vrtis graduated from
Longwood University last year,
with a BFA in Theatre.
Upon his graduation, Vrtis
went to work for Wayside
Theater in Northern Virginia,
where he stage managed, acted,
and assisted in the direction of
one play.
Now,
he's
back
at
Longwood, pursuing the one
accomplishment that alluded
him during the final year of his
college career:
directing
Eleemosynary.
Q: "Did you choose this
play, or were you asked to direct
it?"
A: "Actually, I wanted to
direct it last year as an
Underground show, but when I
went to Gene about it, he said I
couldn't because the department was doing it next year."
Q: "Really? So how did it
happen that you came back to
direct it this year?"
A: "Well, 1 came back last
semester to see Everyman, and
as I was talking to Gene, he

asked me what I was doing. I
told him about Wayside Theater,
but how 1 thought I wouldn't
stay with them much longer. He
then asked me if I would like to
direct Eleemosynary."
Q: "And you jumped at the
opportunity?"
A: "Yes; 1 tried not to seem
too eager, but 1 really wanted it."
Dr. Muto and Bobby Vrtis had
worked on two productions
together while Vrtis attended
Ixingwood.
Vrtis was listed as assistant
director for both Tartuffe and
Twelfth Night during his Senior
year.
When asked to compare his
experience as assistant director at
Longwood University with his
experience at Wayside Theater,
Vrtis let out a sigh, running his
hand through his hair.
A: "Very different. Gene gave
me so much freedom that it
spoiled me. Gene and I tend to
have very similar senses of
humor, so it made working
together so much easier. At
Wayside, the guy 1 was working
with had a completely different

interpretation of the play from
mine. I saw the play as being
much more caustic, while the
other director played more to the
conservative audience.
I understood his stance, and so
I had to relinquish a lot of my
artistic freedom for that production."
Q: "Going along with compare and contrast, how does the
"art of directing satisfy' your creativity differendy from the art of
acting?"
A: "In Eleemosynary, for example, there are three brilliant roles
in which I would never, ever be
cast, but as director, 1 get to play
all the roles. If I want to really
sink my teeth into a particular
role, and really live it, that is when
acting is the most fulfilling."
Not only is Vrtis faced with the
direction and staging of an emotionally complex play, but he
must also try to assert his professional position over those who
were his peers only last year.
Q: "What have been your feelings about working in the
Department of the University
from which you graduated only a

There are a lot of changes in
year ago?"
A: "It's been a litde strange age, but the part of Echo condrawing the line between the pro- tains the most drastic. She
fessional and the friend. I've varies from a teenager to an
tried to downplay the fact that we infant. The staging is very subknow each other in a social set- tle, but I don't think the auditing. The actresses have all been ence will have any trouble
great. They listen well, and take knowing what's going on. The
direction. Overall, it's been reju- actresses have worked on really
venating. It's nice having com- seeing the world Lee Blessing
has created, and they do a great
plete artistic freedom."
Eleemosynary is a play requiring job of transmitting that world."
The play is very emotional,
a very minimal set.
and
could be seen as very femiThe director faces the chalnine.
lenge of creating action without
Theatre
majors
Aubric
the use of props.
Vrtis also has to illustrate sig- Therrien, Anna Richardson,
and Courtney Kappel tackle the
nificant leaps in time.
Q: "In Eleemosynary, many emotionally complex roles of
scenes contain actions from both Eleemosynary.
Q: "Eleemosynary is a decidthe past and the present What
edly
feminine play. From the
methods have you used in order
male
point of view, has it been
to convey this to the audience?"
A: "I've worked to establish at all awkward or challenging to
the play as non-linear from the direct this play?"
A: "Not really. Lee Blessing's
very beginning. Christine Causey
has worked with me on the light- plays are essentially about
ing design. At the start of the human beings. There is someplay, we have used lighting to sep- thing that transcends the roles
arate the past from the present, of gender-and besides, I've
but as the play continues, there is been taking shots of estrogen,
just in case."
less need for it

Technical Problems Don.t Detract from Eleemosynary s Debut
Amanda Isley
Guest Writer
Entering at the back of Jarman
Auditorium, where the black box
theatre is located, I wasn't quite
sure what to expect.
Eleemosynary was opening after
only sixteen rehearsals.
The Director, Bobby Vrtis, a
longwood alumnus, had minimal
experience in directing outside of
Longwood.
The audience would be sparse
due to Relay for Life, and other
collegiate pressures that culminate at this point in the semester.
Despite all of these setbacks,
Eleemosynary opened Friday, April

2, and was a success.
No one left the house without
being affected by the ernotional
turmoil of the show.
Many people were hastily
brushing away tears when they
were caught by the unexpected
dawn of the house lights.
Being a powerful, and affecting play in script form,
Eleemosynary, written by Lee
Blessing, was able to overcome
the several minor technical faults
of the production.
Considering the lack of time
for preparation, the faults are
very small, but not unrecognizable.
The stage set-up was poor.

NAGS HEAD
Student Summer Rentals
see seabreezerealtv.com for pictures
or call 252-255-6328

Although a small space limits the
size of the audience, it should not
hinder the viewing of the production.
The row of chairs exceeded the
length of the stage, and the proximity of the seats to the long stage
made it very difficult to see the
action of the play, which mosdy
favored the right side of the
house.
I sat slighdy left of the middle,
and found myself having to turn
my head at a very uncomfortable
angle in order to see.
A semi-circular seating arrangement would have gready increased
the audience's visibility without
affecting the intimacy of the production.
Another minor problem with
the production was the lack of
body language.
Many times the actresses failed
to use any type of mannerism or
physical expression to convey
their emotions.
The director, Bobby Vrtis, did ,

however, do an excellent job
blocking certain scenes.
The actresses also did an
amazing job with conveying their
emotions through the dialogue.
The actresses were actually
crying onstage during the most
heart-rending scenes.
The scene between Courtney
Kappel, who played the part of
Artie, and Anna Richardson,
who played her mother, was very
poignant.
While discussing the future of
Artie's baby, Richardson slowly
moved behind Kappel, placed
her arms on her shoulders, and
then gradually slid one hand
down to Kappel's feigned pregnant belly. The motion was
extremely effective.
Another instance of effective
blocking was when Aubrie
Therrien, playing the role of
Artie's daughter, was helping her
grandmother do physical therapy.
Kappel entered and the tension between them manifested

itself in the rapid, less fluid
motions of Dorothea's exercises,
as Therrien moved her grandmother's limbs in stiff, jerky
motions that had once been
smooth.
Each actress was superbly cast,
doing noteworthy justice to the
three emotionally demanding
roles.
Kappel displayed her pain and
disgust, manifested in her vivid
facial expressions. Richardson's
smile fit her character's odd
placidity, while she experdy
stooped her shoulders gradually,
subdy portraying her increasing
age. Therrien embodied the complex litde girl, torn between her
developed love for her grandmother, and her innate love for
her mother.
Overall, I highly recommend
this production. The human need
for love and affection is portrayed
with startling clarity, and a depth
that penetrates even the hardest
layers of the heart.
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Women s Lacrosse Continues Winning Streak 10-0
niversity maintained
nblemished record las) week,
:
ing up two home wins after
miii' west i oasi fix ( '
I
!-, 1; 13, March 30 and
I'tr. 17-4, \pnl 3.
The
1
crs, ranked #1 in the Inside
I., rosse Division li Power Pott,
art outSCOling opponents 146-74
L" ':iis per gome - during their
current win streak and are now a
perfect 10-0 on the season.
Longwood will return to action
Tuesday, April 6, as it hosts
George Washington - its fifth
NCAA Division I opponent this
si ison - beginning at 4 p.m. at
L.ncer Field.
Against UC-Davis in the
"Battle
of
the
Banned",
Longwood jumped on the board
first,
as
senior
Tia
Richardson/Fllicott City, Md.
(Centennial) secured the opening

draw control and sprinted down
the field. SCOtUlg the firsl .
the match within 13 seconds.
The Aggies responded with a
goal DI theif own at the 264)5
mark from Stacy Sugarman. The
two teams continued to tradegoals throughout an evenl]
matched half that featured seven
Dei and lour lead changes.
UC-Davis held the largest
advantage - just a rwo-goal mar
gin - during the first session,
scoring back-to-back goals at
15:34 and 12:59 to take a 6-4
lead.
However, Longwood
responded with two unanswered
goals of its own, as junior Emily
Bikowskt/Fairfax
(Bishop
O'Connell) found the back of
the net with 10:56 remaining off
a pass from senior Carlee
UUery/Keswick (Albcmarle) and
junior Leanne Kibler/Oakton
(Oakton) scored 23 second later,
unassisted. Both teams rcgis-

tered two more goals befon
breaking M the intermission with
an even K-N match.
The Lancers exploded in tinsecond half, scoring six unan
swered goals in die first 21 min
utes.
Junior
Sophie
Dress/Fllicott
City,
Md.
(Howard) sparked the scoring
spree., finding the back of the nei
at the 22:19 mark off a pass from
classmate Isa Cohen/Mineral
[Fairfax). Cohen then dished out
another assist, this time to senior
Kristy Taylor/Lorton (Bishop
Ireton) with 18:34 remaining.
Dress continued to fuel the
effort, scoring her third goal of
the match, unassisted, followed
by Ullery's goal, again off a pass
from Cohen. Cohen then kept
the ball, scoring back-to-back
goals at 11:49 and 8:44 to give
I-ongwood its largest advantage
of the match (14-8).
After remaining scoreless

Mulligan's Sports Grille
Open 1130 a.m. 7 days a wade (315-8787)

Live Entertainment Fit and Sat. nights
Friday: Game Show Hero
Saturday: Southern Justice
Playstatlcn 2 Tournament
John Madden Football
April 12, 5:00 D10 Entry Fee
Winner Take All
Ladies Night Every Thursday (No Cover Fee)
Steak Night: Tuesday 01.50
Free Tacos Every Thursday

Free Delivery On Campus Until 12:00 a.m.
CHECK OUT DJ. TVGER EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT!

FRtt C0m FRIOAY 0* SAWRDAY NIGHT
with this coupon (expires 4/12)

throughout the second period,
UC Davis finally found the hack
ot the net with 7:15 remaining in
the match off an unassisted goal
from Kado. The Aggies continued to challenge the Lancets'
lead, scoring four more goals in
five minutes, including a free
position goal at 0:22 from Albin,
to trim the deficit to 15-13.
However, Longwood defender
junior Shawn Slotke/Baltimorc,
Md. (Roland Park) halted the
Aggies late rally, as she came up
with a crucial caused turnover
with seven seconds remaining in
the game to secure the lancers'
flawless record.
Cohen closed out the contest
with a season-high seven points
on three goals and four assists,
while Dress finished with a season-best four points on three
goals and one assist. Other scorers include Bikowski (3g), I.eannc
Kibler (2g, la), Taylor (lg, 2a),
UUery (1g, 2a), Richardson (lg),
sophomore Ali Shafer/Fairfax
(Fairfax) (lg), and freshman
Cathleen Strain/Alexandria (Mt.
Vernon) (la). For their efforts,
Cohen, along with teammates
UUery and Leanne Kibler were
named to the "Battle of the
Banned" all-star team.
Senior Stacey Schmidt/Berlin,
NJ. (Eastern Regional) went the
distance in front of the net, registering six saves on 28 Aggie
shots.
Against Pfeiffer, Taylor started
the Lancer offensive attack, netting back-to-back goals within
the opening two minutes of the
game. She posted her first goal at
the 29:10 mark, unassisted, followed by her second of five goals
1:57 into the half off a pass from
junior
Isa
Cohen/Mineral
(Fairfax). Longwood continued
its scoring, netting 11 more goals
before the recess to enter the
break with a convincing 13-3
advantage over the visiting
Falcons. After opening the second session with a sizable lead,,
the Lancers never looked back.
Longwood found the back of the
net four more times to claim the
decisive home win.
Taylor finished the match with
a season-best eight points off five
goals - including her 100th career
goal - and three assists, while

Ulcn helped pace the Lancet
offense, registering four point
three goals her fourth hat trick
of the season
and one assist
Cohen closed out the match with
a goal and three assists, while
Bikowski and freshman knn
Shipp/Charlotu^ulli ( \lbemarlc)
had a goal and an assist apiece.
Other scorers include Richardson
(lg, lp). Dress (lg, lp), Share!
(lg, lp) and classmate Kerry
Ryan/Springfield
\\ i •:
Springfield) (lg, lp), freshmen
Kathleen Barty/Annandale (W.T.
Woodson) (lg, lp) and MissvRurnbley /Baltimore (Parkville)
(lg, la), along with Leanne Kibler
(la, lp) and Strain (la, lp).
Schmidt and sophomore Emily
Wilson/Owings, Md. (Northern)
split the game in front of the net.
The duo combined for five saves
during the match, getting two and
three, respectively.
Statistical Update
UUery currently paces the
Lancer offense, registering a
team-best 36 points on 20 goals
and a team-best 16 assists. Cohen
has earned 34 points on 18 goals
and a team-best 16 assists, while
Bikowski and Taylor are close
behind with 33 and 32 points,
respectively. Bikowski has netted
a team-high 25 goals and passed
out eight assists, while Taylor has
recorded 17 goals and 15 assists.
Other scorers include Leanne
Kibler (14g, 12a, 26p), Shafer
(13g, 3a, 16p), Shipp (llg, 2a,
13p), Dress (7g, 5a, 12p), Strain
(6g, 4a, lOp), Richardson (7g, 2a,
9p), Barry (3g, la, 4p), sophomore KeUy Gaines/Fairfax (W.T.
Woodson) (2g, la, 3p), Ryan (lg,
la,
lp), freshman Glenna
Kibler/Oakton (Oakton) (lg, lp),
and Rurnbley (lg, lp).
In goal, Schmidt has posted
387:29 minutes played, including
45 saves for a .446 save percentage. The senior also owns an 8.67
goals against average. WUson has
played 212:31 minutes, recording
31 saves for a .633 save percentage, whUe posting a 5.08 goals
against average. Combined, the
duo has made 76 stops for a .507
save percentage and a 7.40 goals
against average.
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Baseball Wins Tkree of Four Games: Now 26-8
Sports Information

Beach (Kempsville) (2-2,3 RBI)
each added two hits as Zigrang
Longwood University won three also contributed a sacrifice fly.
of four games played last week, Freshman
Alan
defeating Saint
Augustine's Moore/Richmond (Monacan)
March 29 (16-2) before taking (6-2) earned the complete-game
two of three games at Ijmestone pitching win on the mound,
(S.C.) April 3-4 (13-10, 10-17, 4- scattering four hits and two
3). The lancers have won 11 of unearned runs with a careertheir last 13 games to improve high 10 strikeouts over the 7.0
their overall record to 26-8. It innings. It was Moore's teammarks the 19th rime in the last 23 best fourth complete-game.
years that the tradition-rich proAt Limestone in the opener,
gram has attained at least 25 wins Longwood led 10-3 in the sixth
in a season.
Longwood was inning before the hosts scored
scheduled to host Southern six runs in the 6th and tied the
Virginia University Tuesday, April game at 10-10 with a run in the
6, and Virginia State University 8th inning. The lancers plated
Wednesday, April 7 - a pair of 1
the game-winning runs in the
p.m. doubleheaders at Lancer extra 11th inning, aided by a
Stadium in I "armville.
two-run home run from junior
Against Saint Augustine's, Brett Mooney/Virginia Beach
I^ongwood scored runs in all but (Salem) (1-5,2 RBI). Medley (4one inning during the 16-run, 12- 5, 4 RBI) had a huge offensive
hit effort that was stopped via the effort for the lancers with three
7-inning, 10-run rule.
The home runs, including a solo shot
lancers spotted the Falcons a run in the 11 th inning for the gamein the 1st inning before scoring winner, to give him a team-best
two runs in the 1st, five runs in and career-best 12 homers this
the 2nd, one run in the 3rd, five season. Medley now has hit 35
runs in the 4th, and three runs in career home runs to move into
the 5th innings. Senior Brian fifth all-time at longwood. The
Medley/Halifax (Halifax Co.) (3- Lancers also received home
5, 3 RBI) and freshman Tyler runs from Ames (1-4, 3 RBI)
Ames/Exmore (Northampton) and
freshman
Tyler
(3-5, 2 RBI) each collected three Childress/Montclair
(Forest
hits to lead the attack. Medley Park) (2-5, 2 RBI) ~ the first
finished with a double and two collegiate home run for Ames.
stolen bases, while Ames banged Zigrang (7-0) earned his team
out two triples on the day. Junior leading seventh pitching win Danny
McCraw/Pamplin all in relief this season - with
(Randolph-Henry) (2-2, RBI) and the final 5.1 innings on the
freshman Zach Zigrang/Virginia mound, scattering four hits and

one earned run with one strikeout.
In the nightcap, Ijmestone scored
seven runs in the 3rd inning and
led 12-4 through five innings en
route to the win. Mooney (2-3, 2
RBI) and Zigrang (2-2, 2 RBI)
each collected two hits for
Io>ngwood, including a home run
by Zigrang.
Junior Chris
Balus/Newport News (Denbigh)
(1-2, RBI) also hit a home run for
the Lancers. Sophomore Mike
Brown/Courdand (Southampton)
(2-2) took the pitching loss as the
starter on the mound with the first
3.0 innings, allowing 11 hits and 10
earned runs with three strikeouts.
At Limestone in the series
finale, Childress (1-4, RBI) led-off
the 9th inning with a solo home
run to center field for the gamewinning hit, and the decisive run.
It was the fourth homer of the
season for the first-year catcher.
The visitors had trailed 2-1 after
one inning, and 3-1 through three
innings, before tying the game at 33 in the 6th inning. Freshman
Charlie
Yarbrough/Richmond
(Mills Godwin) (3-3, 2 RBI) collected three of the seven Lancer
hits to lead the effort - all doubles
to push his team-leading total to 17
this spring. Medley (1-1) drew four
walks in the game, and was walked
nine times in the three games after
hitting three home runs in the
series opener. Balus (1-0) earned
his first collegiate pitching win in
relief with the final 1.2 scoreless
innings on the mound, allowing
just one hit with two strikeouts.
Freshman
Brian

McCullough/Virginia
Beach
(Princess Anne) started the contest and went the first 7.1 innings
for the lancers, scattering 10 hits
and three earned runs with three
strikeouts.
Season Statistics
Through 34 games, Medley
continues to have the hot bat and
leads I.ongwood with his impressive .528 batting average (66-125),
including a team-best 12 home
runs, 11 doubles, and a team-best
55 RBI and a perfect 15-15 on
steals. Medley is followed by
Ames and his .462 batting average (55-119), adding eight doubles, a team-best five triples, and
29 RBI. Others include Zigrang
(.420, 3-HR, 17-RBI), McCraw
(.390, 2-HR, 21-RBI), Yarbrough
(.383, team-best 17-2B, 5-HR, 34RBI), Mooney (.367, 5-HR, 28RBI),
freshman
Hunter
Williams/Richmond
(Varina)
(.356,13 RBI), Balus (.337,5-HR,
24-RBI, 14-14 SB), senior Louis
Shackelford/Newport
News
(Denbigh) (.309, 3-HR, 25-RBI),
junior Robert Gillis/Dartmouth,
Nova Scotia (Auburn Drive)
(.276, 3-HR, 14-RBI), freshmen
Matt Fitzgerald/Fairfax Station
(Hayfield) (.273, 4-RBI) and
Nathan
Martin/Chesterfield
(Manchester) (.259, 5-RBI), along
with Childress (.255, 4-HR, 17RBI). Knicely (.750, 2 RBI) and
Brown (.500) have fared well in
four at-bats each.
On the mound, among the
four regular starters, Moore (6-2,
1 save) sports a 3.25 ERA

through a team-best 55.1 innings
with 45 strikeouts C.32).
McCullough (3-0) follows with
his 4.45 ERA through 30.1
innings with 24 strikeouts (7.12),
senior F.van Weinstein/Toronto,
Ontano (W.I.. Mackenzie) (3-1)
has a 5.64 ERA through 30.1
innings with 21 strikeouts (6.23),
and Brown (2-2) has a 6.17 ERA
through 35.0 innings with 20
strikeouts (5.14). In the bullpen,
Zigrang (7-0) leads the wav with
his 1.71 ERA through 21.0
innings with 19 strikeouts (8.14).
Junior Darin Knicely/Elkton
(Spotswood) (2-0, 1 save) follows
with his 3.60 ERA through 25.0

innings with 29 strikeouts
(10.44). Others include Martin
(1-0, 2.25 ERA, 4.0 IP, 3K-6.75),
Shackelford (1-0, 5.40 ERA, 5.0
IP, 4K-7.20), Gillis (0-1, 7.71
ERA, 2.1 IP), sophomore Mike
Williams/Hampton
(Kecoughtan) (0-0, 10.97 ERA,
10.2 IP, 8K-6.75), and Balus (1-0,
1 save, 14.04 ERA, 8.1 IP, 10K10.80). The lancers continue to
hit for a high-average with an
outstanding team batting average
of .372 with 43 home runs and
289 RBI while scoring 9.82 runs
per game. Longwood has posted
a team ERA of 5.23 through
246.0 innings with 198 strikeouts
(7.24).
Following the action against
Southern Virginia and Virginia
State, Longwood will travel to
Wilson, N.C. for a three-game
weekend series at Barton College
April 9-10.

Men's and Women's Tennis Botn Win Last Week's Matckes
Sports Information

Men's - Longwood University
won its only match played last
week, defeating Belmont Abbey
(N.C.) (8-1) April 3.
The wet weather last week
forced postponement of two
scheduled matches against Mary
Washington and HampdenSydney, respectively - the latter
may be re-scheduled this upcoming week.
The Lancers have evened their
record at .500 and are now 7-7
overall, and will play again April 8
- hosting NCAA Division I and
Big South Conference member
Liberty University beginning at 2
p.m. at the Lancer Courts.
Against the Abbey, Longwood
won five of six singles and all

three doubles matches.
In singles, freshman Rashko
Patnikov/Bankya,
Bulgaria
(Srrrirnenski) won at #1 (6-4, 63), as did junior Chris
Newman/Chesapeake
(Hickory) at #2 (6-3,6-0), sophomore Ian Young/Bowie, Md.
(Eleanor Roosevelt) at #4 (6-1,
6-4),
senior
Garrett
Green/Fredericksburg
(Stafford) at #5 (6-0,6-3), along
with
sophomore
Justin
Dorsk/Virgihia
Beach
(Kempsville) at #6 (6-0-, 6-1).
In doubles, Newman and
sophomore
Diego
Quiros/Quesada, Costa Rica
(Maria Inmaculada) won at #1
(8-2), as did Patnikov and Green
at #2 (8-6), along with Young

and Dorsk at #3 (8-2).
Women's Tennis
Longwood University won its
only match played last week,
defeating Belmont Abbey (N.C.)
(9-0) April 3.
The Lancers are now 9-4 overall, and will play again April 8 hosting NCAA Division I and Big
South Conference member Liberty
University beginning at 2 p.m. at
the Lancer Courts.
Against the Abbey, Longwood
won all singles and doubles matches.
In singles, senior Danielle
Hess/Bel Air, Md. (Bel Air) won at
#1 (6-0,6-0), as did freshmen Lexi
Torrice/Richmond
(Douglas
Freeman) at #2 (6-1, 6-0), and
Nancy
Hott/Fairfax
(WT

Woodson) at #3 (6-0, 6-0). The
Lancers picked-up default wins at
#4, #5, and #6 as the Crusaders
only dressed three players.
In doubles, freshmen Romana
Bucur/Brasov, Romania (Joan
Mseota)
and
Jenn
Edwards/Newport
News
(Hampton Roads Academy) won
at #1 (8-2) as Longwood gained
default wins at #2 and #3.
Season Records
Torrice, also a starter on the
women's soccer team, leads
Longwood with her 8-4 record in
singles, followed by Bucur (8-7),
Hott (7-4), Hess (6-4), seniors
Cecilia
Robinson/Lynchburg
(Brookville)
(5-5),
Laura
Whitehurst/Chesapeake (Western
Branch) (5-7), and Amber

Miller/Virginia Beach (First
Colonial) (4-2), Edwards (4-8),
along with sophomores Ashley
Moore/Midlothian (Midlothian)
(1-2)
and
Jessica
Farr/Williamsburg (Lafayette) (03).
In doubles, Bucur and
Edwards are 8-2, followed by
Miller and Whitehurst (7-1),
along with Hess and Torrice (54).
Following the Liberty match,
Longwood is scheduled to play at
Division I and BSC member
Radford University April 10,
before Division I Norfolk State
University visits Farmville on
Easter Sunday, April 11, at 12:30
p.m. on the Lancer Courts. The
NSU contest will complete the
2004 season.

Don't
monkey
around any
9
longer!
Apply online and
save $125!
That's a lot of

monkey!
Contact the Leasing Team today!
> 501 Sunchase Blvd.

* 392-7440
^ www.sunchase-longwood.co

